Questions

The Romans

1. Which of these did a Roman woman wear? Tick all that apply.
a knee-length tunic
an ankle-length tunic
a cloak over their tunic
a dress over their tunic
2. Number these Roman items to show the order they appear in the text. The first one has
been done for you.
toga
1

tunic
bulla
lunula
stola

3. Which of these was the Roman word for breakfast? Tick one.
ientaculum
prandium
cena
lunula

4. Join the boxes to show during which meal these foods would have been eaten.
prandium

pancakes

ientaculum

porridge

cena

cold meat

5. Find and copy two things that poorer Romans would have eaten for their evening meal.
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The Romans
6. Find and copy the material that Roman sandals would have been made from.

7. Give one reason why you would have liked to have been a Roman and one reason why you
would not have liked to have been a Roman.



8. The Romans did not have much free time.
8.
Why do you think that this was the case?
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The Romans

Answers
1. Which of these did a Roman woman wear? Tick all that apply.
a knee-length tunic
an ankle-length tunic
a cloak over their tunic
a dress over their tunic

2. Number these Roman items to show the order they appear in the text. The first one has
been done for you.
2

toga

1

tunic

4

bulla

5

lunula

3

stola

3. Which of these was the Roman word for breakfast? Tick one.
ientaculum
prandium
cena
lunula

4. Join the boxes to show during which meal these foods would have been eaten.
prandium

pancakes

ientaculum

porridge

cena

cold meat

5. Find and copy two things that poorer Romans would have eaten for their evening meal.
porridge
vegetables
6. Find and copy the material that Roman sandals would have been made from.
leather
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The Romans
7. Give one reason why you would have liked to have been a Roman and one reason why you
would not have liked to have been a Roman.
Pupils’ own responses, such as: I would have liked to have been a Roman because
the clothes sound comfortable to wear. I would not have liked to have been a Roman
because I do not like to eat fish so I would not have enjoyed lunch!
8. The Romans did not have much free time.
8.
Why do you think that this was the case?
Pupils’ own responses, such as: I think that the Romans didn’t have much free time
because they were busy invading countries to expand the Roman Empire.
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